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The first time we saw the XR185 was at
a new model preview late in 1978, a
well-catered affau for the benefit of the
press. This type of activity is a yearly
thing with all of the manufacturers,
designed to produce a Pavlovian effect
on the working press. We sat through
an entire morriing of lectures on the
technological breakthroughs of the
past yefi, watched a farnes Bondish
movie, were fed probably our best meal
of the month, and had the chance to
look, up close and personal, at the
latest iron Honda had to offer.

At this time, the XR185 was a
pre-production prototype, but the
production models weren't to be far off
from the red beauties we happened to
be dripping our beer on. Only one
problem presented itself: we couldn't
ride them yet. That would come next
week, so look and enioy, boys, the mud
will fly in good time.

We left babbling. The new XR series
looked like thebot prospect. Three
very light four-strokes, based loosely
after the practically unbreakable XL
series engines, 4legend among
thumpers. And they all seemed to be
designed for dirt riding - no more
battery, luggage rack accessories, big
tach and speedo, iron fender supports
or turn signals. Instead, we get CDI
ignition, small, light brake hubs,
business-like layout, ed an optional
high-performance kit. It seemed to be
too good to be true. And the XR185
weighed an 

^mazung 
216 pounds, dry!

8:00 a.m., Saddleback Park. Trying
to keep down a few greasy doughnuts
with the vile black liquid the locals
loosely refer to as "colfee ," we
hungrily eyed a group of 30 or so bikes,
itching to sling a leg over three or four
at a time, to keep from missing any.
Almost every time an XR185 came in
view, it was on the rear wheel.

The bike had lived up to iust about
all of our expectations. It felt some-
thing like an MRIT 5 with power, and
long-travel suspension. It was easy to
see that this was going to be rt, the
crearn of the crop, pick of the litter.

Alt of the XRs impressed us, but
nobody wanted to ever get off of the
185. We weren't going to rest until we
had one for a test.

It took quite a while; all the competi-
tion wanted an exclusive on the little
unit, and, gentlemen that we are, we
humbly refused to take one until the

, sensationalism was over with, and we
would be able to take our time in
evaluating it. After all, nobody who's
at all serious about dirt bikes is going
to listen to the competition, are they?

Finally, the test
We picked up the bike just in time

for the monsoon season, ayearly ritual
we have all come to know and love.
While Chicago gets covered with Layer
after layer of snow, w€ get drowned and
watch our more affluent neighbors
slide, one by one, down the hillsides on
a cushion of mud. A real interesting

kind of winter: one day,T-shirts and
shorts are sufficient, the next day, a
snorkel and wet suit. Our high-
mountain test atea is covered with
snow, and the clouds are due to break
up in a couple of months. Cheerful?
Hahl Don'f ask.

Undaunted by the uncooperating
weather, we still fell to our work
heartily. The most striking things
about the bike are its motor and its
weight: it's light, and it's a four-stroke.
In the past, these were two attributes
not often associated with the same
motorcycle. A four-stroke is never a
light bike. Oh yeah, the DR370 is light,
but its only comparison - up till now

- is the TT500, a decidedly portly
machine. But to combine the light
weight of, say, ttMR175, with the
torque and power of. a quick-rewing
four-stroke, is a mind-blower.

The motor only weighs 59.5 pounds,
dry. It displaces 180cc, and produces 18
horsepower at 9000 rpm. It is a single
overhead cam, two-valve design,
sparked by a CDI ignition system. The
rear wheel is driven through a six-speed
transmission, and a kickstarter-
actuated compression release makes it
simple to start. It will run on any kind
of gasoline, as long as it's 91 octane or
better. So,much for the technical crap.

It feels beautiful. The four-stroke
motor is legendary for torquey
response, and in combination with a
light overall weight and an ability to
rev up to 9000, puts the XR into a
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vour eve on. If the bushing goes away,
itr" Uoit won't be that far behind.

The air filter lives under the left side

area. Keep it clean. Oh yeah, the carb is

a 26mm. The gas mileage is nothing
short of phenomenal.

The rear wheel is removed with a

minimum of effort. The sProcket is
attached through a cush-drive, and is
made out of aluminum' The axle is

small part.

the carb, let alone work on it.

And, if you can't leave well enough
alone. ..

Honda is also offering a hoP-uP kit
for all their XR series bikes, and

hat

displacement to 195cc, wellwithin the
Ltvte ZOOcc class limit, and increases

orices were available when we went to
press. The entire kit' ProPerlY
installed, is reputed to raise the XR out
of the play-bike class forever.

Non-floating rear brake' gas- shocks'
verv ouiet sPark arrestor and a
pta-strc-Uas6O tool bag grace the rear
end.

Front brake works as well as any
we've tested. Our sPokes loosened
up alter a couPle of rides, check
tliem a couPle ol times when
breaking in.

Bits and pieces
The br-ake pedal and shift lever both

have folding tiPs on them, so it 
-

shouldn't be all that easY to bend
them.
Ev tutl

light tem
is as
worked on our test bike.

The "Diamond"-tYPe frame has no

Forks are CR tyPe, have 872 inches ol
travel, don'
reasonably
plate is mo

Looks as easy to work on as a CR,
doesn't it? Electronic ignition lives
under cryptically-inscribed case;
there are no points.

motor is protected bY a wraParound
skid plate.

Lite any enduro bike worth its salt,
the XR has a resettable triP meter
within the speedometer. It even has a
little window that tells you when it's
on or off.

Honda's ' ' Claw Action' ' tires seem
to draw mixed reactions wherever they
go. A good evaluatioo of these tires will
not be possible until we can try a
standard set on the XR, and a set of

' 'Claws' ' on something else, which we
plan to do. Stay tuned.- 

The front forks seem to closelY
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The chain guard is plastic, and it
rubs on anything it can, creating no
end ol strange noises.

Heat shields surround the air box and
right side cover, are made ol steel.

Air box is very small, hy-po kit comes
with more efficient unit.

Footpegs are rubber-insulated; keep
them tight or the bushing will go away.

The XR is as easy to work on as it is to look at. Here, in the well lit DB garage,
parts are stripped ofl and weighed.

resemble CR units, and, if this is the
case, they will prove to be difficult to
modify. Our statement about air caps,
earlier, may not be as easy as it sounds.
Once again, we'll see.

The spring-loaded tensioner is a
rubbing block type; there has to be a
roller that will fit it somewhere.

And, you may have noticed, we

haven't mentioned the brakes. There's
an old DIRT BIKE proverb that says, If
we don't mention it, there must not be
anything wrong with it. The front is
excellent, the rear, a non-floating unit,
works great.

Inconclusion...
. . . we liked it. If we had such a

thing, the Honda XRl85 would be the
bike of the year. In it, Honda has
proved that a thumper does not need to
be a heavy, cumbersome thing.
Four-strokes run a lot cleaner than
two-strokes, and, if they're not quieter,
the sound quality is at least much more
bearable than an unmuffled
two-stroke. There will come a time
when all the bikes we have to ride will
be four-strokes, if we're allowed to ride
at all. If this is any indication of what
we can expect in the future, the future
looks bright indeed. D
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